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Think different.
Preface

Philip Machanick, Overall Chair: SAICSIT’99

Running SAICSIT’99, the annual research conference of the South African Institute for Computer Scientists and Information Technologists, has been quite an experience.

SAICSIT represents Computer Science and Information Systems academics and professionals, mainly those with an interest in research. When I took over as SAICSIT president at the end of 1998, the conference had not previously been run as an international event. I decided that South African academics had enough international contacts to put together an international programme committee, and a South African conference would be of interest to the rest of the world.

I felt that we could make this transition at relatively low cost, given that we could advertise via mailing lists, and encourage electronic submission of papers (to reduce costs of redistributing papers for review).

The first prediction turned out to be correct, and we were able to put together a strong programme committee.

As a result, we had an unprecedented flood of papers: 100 submitted from 21 countries. As papers started to come in, it became apparent that we needed more reviewers. It was then that the value of the combination of old-fashioned networking (people who know people) and new-fashioned networking (the Internet) became apparent. While the Internet made it possible to convert SAICSIT into an international event at relatively low cost, the unexpected number of papers made it essential to find many additional reviewers on short notice. Without the speed of e-mail to track people down and to distribute papers for review, the review process would have taken weeks longer, and it would have been much more difficult to track down as many new reviewers in so little time.

Even so, the number of referees who were willing to help on short notice was a pleasant surprise.

The accepted papers cover an interesting range of subjects, from management-interest Information Systems, to theoretical Computer Science, with subjects including database, Java, temporal logic and implications of e-commerce for tax.

In addition, we were very fortunate in being able to invite the president of the ACM, Barbara Simons as a keynote speaker. Consequently, the programme for SAICSIT’99 should be very interesting to a wide range of participants.

We were only able to find place in the proceedings for 36 papers out of the 100 submitted, of which only 24 are full research papers. While this number of papers is in line with our expectation of how many papers would be accepted in each category, we did not have a hard cut-off on the number of papers, but accepted all papers which were good enough, based on the reviews. Final selection was made by myself as Programme Chair, and Derrick Kourie, as editor of the South African Computer Journal. Additional papers are published via the conference web site.

We believe that we have put together a quality programme, and hope you will agree.
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A Complexity Metrics Model for Software

A. Törn  T. Andersson  K. Enholm

Åbo Akademi University, SF-20520 ÅBO, Finland, atorn@abo.fi

Abstract

A complexity metrics model for software is introduced. The model is defined as \( l(p)c(p) = e(p) \), where \( p \) is any piece of software, \( l(p) \) its length, \( c(p) \) an average type complexity measure independent of length, and \( e(p) \) their product. The model is then applied to structural complexity (SC) of collections of software units. Rules for computing SC for the basic structured constructs are given. These make SC sensitive to sequencing, nesting and modularization. The tool may be calibrated to user's perceived model of complexity by specifying some parameters. Arguments for the usability of SC are given by deriving theoretical properties and by a few simple case studies. A Scheme function for computing \( (l,c,e) \) for a software unit or a collection of software units is supplied.

Keywords: Computer program, Hierarchical measure, Software metrics, Structural complexity
Computing Review Categories: D.2.8, D.4.8, K.6.3

1 Introduction

Many concepts have been suggested to define internal attributes of software systems, i.e., attributes, like size, that depend just on the software object. It is believed that there is a relationship between internal attributes and external attributes, i.e., attributes that depend on the environment in which the software exists, like maintainability. Leaning on this relationship the goal is to control the internal attributes so that some external attributes are hold at desirable levels.

The most well-known internal attribute is software length, which is generally accepted even if there are many ways to measure it. Another often proposed attribute is complexity. There exist consensus that no single metric can be used to measure the complexity of large software systems [14],[17], [4], [5]. We will here restrict ourselves to internal complexity attributes.

There are some general principles that should be adhered to when introducing a set of attributes. One such principle is that the attributes should be independent, i.e., they should describe different characteristics of software. When in mathematics we write \( f(x,y) \), \( x \) and \( y \) are independent, so it will never be that \( y = g(x) \). In many cases this has not been respected when suggesting internal attributes for software. In particular this is so for the attributes length and complexity and not only for specific measures but also in papers discussing desirable properties of measures of attributes. (See Section 4.) Sometimes the word complexity is even used to cover both length and something different from length at the same time.

The main purpose of this exposition is to present a simple model that relates three important complexity characteristics. It is shown how the model is inspired by general notations such as rate or density. In applying the model to software, a measure called the software's structural complexity (SC) is derived. Computing the software's SC should give the developer an indication of the rate of maintenance required or of the effort that would be needed to make a change to the software.

1.1 Two Often Used Complexity Measures

One of the most used complexity measures for software is its length defined as the number of lines of code. This measure is in accordance with the view of complexity as sensitive to length. A longer program is more complex than a short one.

Another very popular software complexity measure is McCabe's cyclomatic complexity measure. As described by McCabe, the primary purpose of the measure is to "... identify software modules that will be difficult to test or maintain" [13]. This can be interpreted to mean that McCabe's cyclomatic complexity measure measures something else than just length.

McCabe's cyclomatic complexity measure is defined for a program expressed as a flowgraph as:

\[
v = e - n + 2 = 1 + d,
\]

where \( v \) is the cyclomatic complexity of the flowgraph \( f \), \( e \) is the number of edges, \( n \) the number of nodes, and \( d \) is the number of predicate nodes of \( f \).

\( v \) from \( v = 1 + d \) we conclude that \( v \) more or less is a count of the predicate nodes. As a longer program will normally have more predicate nodes than a shorter one, McCabe's \( v \) strongly correlates with length. In Grady [9] it is reported that for a system studied, the number of updates was proportional to the number of decision statements. This finding is of course not surprising, because it means that the number of updates is proportional to program length which is to be expected. Further objections are raised in [14] namely that \( v \) is insensitive to program restructuring, and that \( v \) takes no account of program nesting levels.
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In his paper McCabe also proposed the less known essential complexity measure \( v_c = v - m \), for measuring the overall level of structuredness. Here \( m \) is the number of structured (\( D \) structured) subflowgraphs. This measure is actually the cyclomatic complexity number of the largest prime in the decomposition tree of the flowgraph [5]. This measure is thus independent of length.

1.2 Three Views of Complexity

Of course it is not in general desirable to measure characteristics of entities that strongly correlate. Rather, one want to measure independent characteristics. These could then be used to compute other characteristics which then may correlate. This problem with McCabe's cyclomatic complexity measure in relation to program length has been observed by several authors. In Banker et al [2] the high correlation of cyclomatic complexity with lines of code is given as the reason for proposing a transformed metric, 'density of decision making', obtained by dividing the cyclomatic complexity with the total number of statements. Gill and Kemerer [7] use 'complexity density' defined as the ratio of cyclomatic complexity to thousand lines of code. By this they want to make the complexity measure independent of length.

There are thus three complexity components involved here: length, length independent complexity, and a combination of these two. These measures have very different properties and therefore a failure to differentiate between them will lead to confusion and contradictions.

One example of this is when having to answer the question: which is most complex, a big system or a small complex piece of software? The answer is that the result depends on which of these measures is used.

A second example is given in [5] where implications of measurement theory on complexity relations on flowgraphs is discussed. Requiring that such a relation should be at least ordinal (i.e., the flowgraphs can be ordered on a complexity scale) means that the relation must be negatively transitive. They contend that no general notation of complexity can give rise to such transitivity. A contradicting example is given. The example involves comparing flowgraphs representing a single choice (\( y \)), two choices in sequence (\( x \)) and an iteration (\( z \)). They state that \( xC y \) (\( x \) is more complex than \( y \)) but that neither \( xC z \) nor \( zC y \) is obviously valid because programmers may disagree. It seems that complexity is interpreted as something proportional to length for the conclusion \( xC y \) whereas for the negative conclusions that complexity is interpreted differently. The contradiction thus comes from not respecting the different meanings of complexity.

Our third example comes from research in establishing acceptable axioms for a complexity measure. (See Section 4.1.) The failure to realize the existence of different views leads in this case to conflicting axioms.

All three views of complexity are important and contained in the complexity model to be presented. We illustrate our model by applying it to structural complexity of software. In addition to software units we also allow collections of software units and the possibility to have calls in units to other units, which means that the measure is covering also software libraries and modularization, i.e., software systems. The measures in the presented model could be used to rank order software units with respect to expected rate of maintenance or to estimate the cost of a given maintenance task.

2 A Complexity Model for Software

We will here introduce a simple complexity model containing length and attributes in accordance with the two other views of complexity presented in Section 1.

2.1 A Simple Generic Model

In many contexts, a concept can be described by the simple generic linear model

\[
T = Sd, \tag{1}
\]

where \( S \) is some type of size measure, \( d \) is some type of density measure defined per size unit, and their product \( T \), a totality measure connected with \( d \).

For instance if \( d \) is the price of one unit of some goods and \( S \) denotes the quantity bought then \( T \) is the total price of the purchase. If \( d \) is the stretch traveled per time unit and \( S \) is the time spent in traveling then \( T \) is the total stretch traveled. If \( S \) is the volume and \( d \) the density of the matter filling \( S \) then \( T \) is the total mass of the matter filling \( S \).

Both measures \( T \) and \( S \) are additive, i.e., given \( T_i = S_i d_i \), \( i = 1,\ldots,n \) it makes sense to consider

\[
T = T_1 + \ldots + T_n, \quad S = S_1 + \ldots + S_n.
\]

For the density \( d \) we obtain

\[
d = T/S = (S_1d_1 + \ldots + S_n d_n)/(S_1 + \ldots + S_n) \tag{2}
\]

i.e., it can be interpreted as the size weighted average of the densities of its parts. For the examples above for two purchases the total price is obtained by adding the two total prices, the quantities may be added to obtain total quantity and the unit price may be computed from Eq.(2); for the stretch-time-velocity example the same is true and Eq.(2) then gives the average velocity.

Using measurement theory it is easy to conclude that the measures \( S,d \) and \( T \) are of ratio type, i.e., the scale transformations are \( g(x) = ax \), where \( a > 0 \) (see for instance Example 2.29 in [17]).

For a measure of density type it is not enough to just give \( d \), also \( S \) must be given, so what we have is actually the pair \((S,d)\).
2.2 Application to Software

When applying the model to software the entity $S$ corresponds to length. Let us denote the length of a piece of software $p$ as $l(p)$. We denote the component corresponding to $d$ by $c(p)$ and call it average complexity, and the third component corresponding to $T$ by $e(p)$ and call it total complexity. We thus have the SC model

$$e(p) = l(p)c(p).$$

For a collection of software units (systems, libraries) $P = \{p_1, ..., p_n\}$ the measures $l(P)$ and $c(P)$ could be calculated based on the length and complexities of the individual units contained in the collection by using Eq.(2) giving the pair $(l(P),c(P))$, where

$$l(P) = l(p_1,...,p_n) = l(p_1) + ... + l(p_n)$$

and

$$c(P) = c(p_1,...,p_n) = \frac{l(p_1)c(p_1) + ... + l(p_n)c(p_n)}{l(p_1) + ... + l(p_n)},$$

i.e., the average complexity of a collection of software units is the length weighted average of the average complexities of its parts. For $e(P)$ we obtain

$$e(P) = e(p_1,...,p_n) = e(p_1) + ... + e(p_n).$$

3 Structural Complexity (SC) of Software Units

In this section we refine the general model for software defined in the previous section to describe structural complexity of software units. We will define the measures $l$ and $c$ for programming constructs so that the structural complexity of a program can be computed if the length and average complexities of its parts are known. The computation of the pair $(l,c)$ will for each construct be reduced to simple arithmetic operations involving computation of the pair $(l,c)$ for the collection of its parts.

3.1 SC for Sequence

We define the average complexity of a sequence of statements $p_1;...;p_n$ to be a constant $c_r \geq 1$ times the complexity for the collection of the same items, i.e.,

$$l(p_1;...;p_n) = l(p_1,...,p_n)$$

$$c(p_1;...;p_n) = c_r c(p_1,...,p_n)$$

$$e(p_1;...;p_n) = c_r [e(p_1) + ... + e(p_n)],$$

Choosing $c_r > 0$ will make sequences more complex than collections.

3.2 SC for Choice

For the choice construct: if $b$ then $p$ else $q$, we define

$$l(if) = l(if) + l(b,p,q)$$

$$c(if) = c_{if}c(b,p,q)$$

$$e(if) = c_{if} [e(b) + e(p) + e(q)] \quad (l_if = 0),$$

where $c_{if}$ is some constant $> c_r$ which then determines the relative difference in complexity between sequence and an if-statement. For missing else part just leave out terms involving $q$. The constant $l_if$ measures the length of the reserved words in an if-statement, i.e., of "if then else". (See Section LC for Atoms.) The notation $(l_if = 0)$ after the third equation means that the third equation is true for $l_if = 0$.

3.3 SC for Iteration

For the iteration construct: while $b$ do $p$, we define

$$l(while) = l(while) + l(b,p)$$

$$c(while) = c(while) = c_{while}c(b,p)$$

$$e(while) = c_{while} [e(b) + e(p)] \quad (l_while = 0),$$

where $c_{while}$ is some constant $> c_{if}$ which then determines the relative difference in complexity between sequence, an if-statement and a while-statement. The item $l_while$ measures the length of the reserved words of a while-statement i.e., "while do". (See Section SC for Atoms.)

The technique to multiply by a constant $> 1$ to penalize nesting is used in [3]. Their complexity measure family is not of density type but the members are rather length measures, e.g. counts of different types of statements.

3.4 SC for Other Program Constructs

Above we have defined SC for structured programs. Lately produced programs tend to be structured but surprisingly many gotos still occur [11]. In order to allow for unstructured programs we treat the goto construct: goto $L$, in the following way

$$l(goto) = l_{go} + l(L)$$

$$c(goto) = c_{go}(1 + lev),$$

where $c_{go}$ is some constant characterizing the breach of well structuredness in using a goto and $lev$ is the number of levels of nesting jumped. Even if intuitively appealing, this is of course a simplification but easy to implement. In the flowgraph approach it is required, that measures for all primes in the decomposition of the flowgraph must be given, which is not a simple task. Prather [14] suggests a rather complicated way to handle the problem. In order to be able to make explicit calculations he must then arbitrarily decide on an unknown constant.
3.5 SC for Atoms

Our approach uses the structure of programs as expressed in the programming language used. Another approach proceeds by transforming the program into a flowgraph [5], by decomposing this into a unique hierarchy of prime flowgraphs [6], and by defining hierarchical measures on these. This approach does not distinguish between programs using a structured programming construct and one where the equivalent construct is realized with the aid of goto statements.

Using the definitions above the complexity of any program can be computed given the lengths and average complexities of the smallest parts (atoms) of a program namely assignment statements, expressions, procedure calls and goto's. As a first approximation we could let the length and average complexity of simple assignment statements and boolean expressions be 1. Alternatively we could determine the length as the number of tokens or characters and for instance choose the complexity of atoms as a number in some given interval. It should be remembered that also in this case average complexity means complexity per length unit. Starting from the atoms we can then successively compute \((l,c)\) for larger and larger parts of the program until the pair \((l,c)\) for the whole program is reached.

We may assume that \(l_d = L_d = L_p\), let us call this \(l_d\). The constant \(l_d\) must be chosen in accordance with the unit of length.

3.6 Some Comments on the Model

The model contains a number of parameters \(c_s, c_f, c_d, c_w, l_d\) that have to be given explicit values in order for the model to be used. Five unknowns may seem to be rather many but if the model should be able to differentiate between the complexity of different programming constructs this is very much a minimal set. We return to this question in Section 5.

4 Properties of Complexity Measures

Now when we have defined our measures we can derive their theoretical properties and evaluate how they satisfy proposed axioms for complexity measures.

4.1 Proposed Axioms for Complexity Measures

Several authors have proposed axioms or properties that a complexity measure should satisfy or have. For a covering treatment, see [17],[18]. The axioms proposed are intended to describe what properties any "good" complexity metric should have. In most cases the authors have total complexity in mind but in some axiom sets both views are represented resulting in contradictory requirements.

Prather [14] defines a measure called a proper measure of program complexity if it satisfies the three axiom schemes:

Prather (a): \(m(\text{begin } p_1; \ldots; p_n \text{ end}) \geq m(p_1) + \ldots + m(p_n)\)

Prather (b): \(2SS \geq m(\text{if } b \text{ then } p_1 \text{ else } p_2) > SS = m(p_1) + m(p_2)\)

Prather (c): \(2m(p) \geq m(\text{while } b \text{ do } p) > m(p)\)

where the two left-hand inequalities for (b) and (c) are required only for sufficiently large \(m(p)\). The lower bound in (b) could be sharper, something like \(m(p_1) + m(p_2) + m(b)\), assuming that \(m(b)\) is defined, would be more realistic. However, then (c) must be redefined, otherwise iteration could be less complex than selection. Prather's \(m\) is a totality measure because of (a).

Other axiom sets for totality measures are for instance those of [1], [12], and [15]. For these totality measures there is a theorem giving the conditions for the ratio scale [18]. The measure has to be an extensive structure where the totality feature is guaranteed by the axiom of monotonicity.

Most of Bache's axioms are natural for totality measures, interesting are those on nesting requiring \(\mu(F(G)) > \mu(F;G) \text{ and } \mu(H(G)) > \mu(G(H))\), where \(\mu(H) > \mu(G)\), i.e., nesting \(F(G)\) is more complex then sequence, and the complexity of the outer level construct counts most.

Weyukers axioms [16] is an example of an axiom set with axioms in conflict:

Weyuker 2: There are only finitely many programs \(p\) for which \(c(p) = a\), where \(a\) is a constant \(> 0\).

Weyuker 5: Sequencing does not decrease complexity.

Weyuker 6: The programs \(p_1; q\) and \(p_2; q\) may have different complexity even if the programs \(p_1\) and \(p_2\) are equally complex.

Weyuker 7: Permuting the statements of a program may change the complexity.

Weyuker 9: The sum of complexities of two programs is less or equal to the complexity of the concatenated program.

Here property 2 and 5 depends on viewing complexity as a function of length and property 6 as something else. The other properties of Weyuker 1,3,4,8 are less interesting or trivial and will not be discussed here.

In [4] the attribute class size, length, cohesion and coupling are treated. Their size is like our length with the obvious properties. Length is an attribute class that can be used for characterizing for instance depth of a hierarchy. The operation used for reducing length over components is \(\max\), like for McCabe's \(V_e\). This makes this attribute independent of their size. However, for complexity they require the property: "... the complexity of a system \(S\) should be at least as much as the sum of the complexities of any collection of its modules, such that no two modules share relationships...".

All axiom systems have axioms stating that complexity...
ity increases with length of software. This is consistent with the view of complexity interpreted as total complexity. Such an axiom is then in conflict with other axioms exhibiting the other view of complexity and makes complexity to correlate with length.

4.2 Properties of SC

Properties of I are trivial and will not treated here. Also the properties of the total measure e are rather obvious. From the formulas (5), (6) and (7) we can conclude that e basically is a proper complexity measure in the sense of Prather (see the comments in the presentation of proper measure above).

For c we have already concluded that the scale is ratio. The ratio scale implies that there exist programs with zero complexity. These could be programs with empty lines as body. The question whether such programs also have zero length depends on how length is measured.

When length and complexity are separated as in SC the length could really be measured just as number of lines. Giving comment lines zero average structural complexity results in the following property: "When increasing the length by commenting and generous spacing the average structural complexity c of the program will decrease so that the total complexity e remains approximately the same." In this case for a program to have low average structural complexity it also must look well structured.

The measure c is an average complexity measure and therefore is not in accordance with axioms requiring that sequencing does not decrease complexity. The average complexity of a collection of items is always inside the interval of complexities determined by the complexities of the components. This follows easily from the interpretation of c as a weighted average. We thus have

$$\min[c(p), c(q)] \leq c(p, q) \leq \max[c(p), c(q)]. \quad (9)$$

A similar inequality is true for sequence, we only have to multiply the min and max by c_r.

This means that c is not in accordance with the axiom sets mentioned in the previous section, e.g. it does not obey Prathers (a) or have Weyuker's property 5.

Further checking the axiom sets in the previous section, how is it then with Weyuker's property 6? Let \( p_1, p_2, q \) be characterized by \((l_1, c_1), (l_2, c_2), \) and \((l_q, c_q)\) respectively. Then

$$c(p_1; q) - c(p_2; q) = c_r(l_q(l_2 - l_1) - (c_q - c_r))/(l_1 + l_q(l_2 + l_q)), \quad (10)$$

which is different from zero if \( l_1 \neq l_2 \) and \( c_r \neq c_q \), which means that c has Weyuker's property 6. In accordance with an axiom of Bache the measure c obeys commutativity with respect to sequence and collection i.e.

$$c(p; q) = c(q; p). \quad (11)$$

This is consistent if the complexity is viewed as a measure of structure and follows naturally from the interpretation of (4) as a weighted average and is in contradiction with the axiom 7 of Weyuker. Weyuker's axiom 9 cannot be directly applied to the measure c because the sum of complexities is not tied to a program. We could restate axiom 9 as: "The complexity of two components in sequence is always greater than the complexity of the collection of the components.". This is true if \( c_r > 1 \).

Prather's axioms also involve addition and cannot therefore be directly applied but if we make the same interpretation as for Weyuker's axiom 9 it follows that c is a proper measure of program complexity in the sense of Prather.

The effect of using constants \( c_s, c_{f1}, c_{do} > 1 \) is that sequencing and nesting will increase complexity. By letting \( c_s < c_{f1} < c_{do} \) we can make c have the property that iteration is a more complex construct than choice which is more complex than sequence which is more complex than collection. This also implies for nesting that if on while is more complex than while on if, i.e., the complexity of the outer level construct counts most. This is in accordance with Bache's axioms.

One important technique for mastering complexity is modularization. This is not covered by the axiom sets of the previous section but is so by SC. We thus compare the average complexities of the programs \( p_1; p_2 \) and \( \{p_1, (p_{call}; p_2)\} \), i.e., a sequence of two programs and a collection of \( p_1 \) as a module and the sequence of a call to \( p_1 \) (p_call), and \( p_2 \). Let \( l_{call} \) and \( c_{call} \) be the length and average complexity of \( p_{call} \). Then the difference in average complexity, \( c(p_1; p_2) - c(\{p_1, (p_{call}; p_2)\}) \), can after some manipulations be written as

$$\{l_1c_1(c_r - 1) + l_{call}c_r(p_1, p_2) - c_{call}\}/(l_1 + l_2 + l_{call}), \quad (12)$$

showing that modularization brings down average complexity always if the average complexity of the collection \( \{p_1, p_2\} \) is larger than the complexity of the call. Making modules of program pieces deeper down the in the nesting pays even more. Using the Scheme program in the Appendix it is easy find out the exact result. Our complexity model thus supports the intuitive understanding of modularization.

Hatton in a polemic paper [10] concludes based on several empirical studies "that small components tend to have a disproportionately larger number of bugs than bigger components", and that this is in conflict with general beliefs about the benefits of modularization. The finding that small modules may have many bugs is not surprising. The reason for creating a small module is either that its average complexity one, and reuse increases complexity because of multiple requirements. In the first case the number of bugs can be expected to be equal independent of modularization, but making changes can be expected to be easier in a well defined module because of reduced complexity. In the second case making a reusable module will cost more, but reuse will then make modularization profitable.
5 Evaluation of SC

We have defined a complexity model consisting of the pair $(l, c)$ containing both length and length independent complexity in an integrated model. No other complexity model found in the literature has such a two-dimensional structure. By explicitly containing the two different views of complexity some confusion which would otherwise exist is avoided.

The theoretical properties of the model, covering such important aspects of programming as unstructuredness, sequencing, nesting, modularization, and layout are intuitively qualitatively correct.

Because the model variables are of ratio type it is of interest to test if the parameters can be chosen in such a way that quantitative differences between programs in accordance with intuition can be achieved.

In the following we will present our experimental setting including example programs, choice of parameter values $(c_s, c_{if}, c_{do}, l_d)$, and an algorithm for computing length and complexity for any collection of programs. The programs are given in a form preserving the structure of the programs, where boolean expressions, assignment statements and goto statements are replaced by tuples containing length and structural complexity data for these. We use the algorithm to compute length and complexity of the example programs for a set of parameter values and compare the results with our empirical complexity ranking of the programs in order to illustrate the capability of the model.

5.1 Computing SC Measures for Programs

In order to be able to easily experiment in computing the SC measures for collections of structured programs we write these in a standard form using the following notations:

1) collection: $p_1, p_2, \ldots$ $(c \ p_1 \ p_2 \ \ldots)$
2) sequence: $p_1; p_2; \ldots$ $(s \ p_1 \ p_2 \ \ldots)$
3) choice: if $B$ then $p_1$ [else $p_2$] $(i f \ B \ i f \ p_1 \ [e l s e \ p_2])$
4) iteration: while $B$ do $p_1$ $(w h i l e \ B \ d o \ p_1)$

Above $B, p_1, p_2, \ldots$ could be any of the structures 2)-4). This means that the computation of SC for a given program is made recursively until only the atomic components remain. The atomic components of the flowgraph, boolean expressions in the decision nodes, assignment statements in the non-decision nodes, and goto statements are given as

- decision node: $(b \ l_a \ c_a)$
- program node: $(n \ l_a \ c_a)$
- goto node: $(g o \ l_a \ c_a)$

where $l_a$ and $c_a$ are the length and complexity of the atoms respectively. Let us call the representation just described "node representation". As an example the program $s-s$ for sequential search

\[
i := 1; \\
\text{while } (i < n) \text{ and } key \neq r[i].k \text{ do } i := i + 1; \\
\text{if } key = r[i].k \text{ then } \text{found}(r[i]) \text{ else } \text{notfound}(key);
\]

consists of three sequential statements; a simple assignment statement, a while statement, and an if statement giving the following node representation:

\[
(s \ (n \ 1 \ 1) \ (d o \ (b \ 2 \ 1) \ (n \ 1 \ 1)) \\
(if \ (b \ 1 \ 1) \ (n \ 1 \ 1) \ (n \ 1 \ 1))
\]

The lengths and the complexities of the nodes have been assumed to be 1, except for the length of the predicate in the while statement, which we assume to be 2. In Appendix A a program written in Scheme for computing the SC measures is listed. The expression to be submitted to Scheme is of the form: \((SC ': \ldots\ldots\ldots)\). For the choice of parameters $(c_s, c_{if}, c_{do}, l_d) = (1.1, 1.3, 1.5, 0)$, the calculation successively gives: \((s \ (n \ 1 \ 1) \ (n \ 3 \ 1.5) \ (n \ 3 \ 1.3)) \Rightarrow (n \ 7 \ 1.1 \times 9.47) \Rightarrow (n \ 7 \ 1.48), i.e., l = 7 \text{ and } c = 1.48\) for $s-s$.

5.2 Example Programs

We next describe the programs used to illustrate the application of SC. These consists of the basic nestings and of four other simple programs, two of which concern searching (sequential search, binary search) and two of which are different versions of the bubble sort algorithm [8]. Our basic choice of values for the atoms is 1 for both length and complexity. With this choice it is appropriate to let the value of $l_d$ be in [0, 1]. Our programs are:

- if $do$: if $B_1$ then while $B_2$ do $a$ else $b$
- do $if$: while $B_1$ if $B_2$ then $a$ else $b$
- $s-s$: Sequential search: The program is given in Section 5.1.
- $b-s$: Binary search
  \[
  \text{low} := 0; \\
  \text{high} := n; \\
  \text{while } \text{high} - \text{low} > 1 \text{ do begin} \\
  \text{j} := (\text{high} + \text{low}) \div \text{2}; \\
  \text{if } \text{key} \leq \text{r}[\text{j}].k \text{ then high} := \text{j} \text{ else low} := \text{j}; \\
  \text{end}; \\
  \text{if } \text{key} = \text{r}[\text{high}].k \text{ then } \text{found}(\text{r}[\text{high}]) \text{ else } \text{notfound}(\text{key});
  \]
- $bu$: Bubble sort
  \[
  \text{while } \text{up} > \text{lo} \text{ do begin} \text{j} := \text{lo}; \text{i} := \text{lo}; \\
  \text{while } \text{i} \leq \text{up} - 1 \text{ do begin} \\
  \text{if } \text{r}[\text{i}].k > \text{r}[\text{i} + 1].k \text{ then begin} \\
  \text{temp} := \text{r}[\text{i}].k; \text{r}[\text{i}] := \text{r}[\text{i} + 1]; \\
  \text{r}[\text{i} + 1] := \text{temp}; \text{j} := \text{i}; \text{end}; \\
  \text{i} := \text{i} + 1; \\
  \text{end}; \\
  \text{up} := \text{j}; \\
  \text{end};
  \]
- $bum$: Bubble sort where the inner while has been replaced by a call to a program equivalent to it. The program $bum$ thus consists of a collection of these two programs. The length and complexity of the call is assumed to be 1.
We also used the examples of Prather [14]:

P1: A sequence of three while statements. (His Fig.1(a)).
P2: Three nested while statements, where the first and second have an extra statement node in order to make it have the same length as P1. (Fig.1(b)).
P3: A structure with 8 decision nodes and nestings up to the third level but with two goto statements jumping 3 respectively 4 levels (Fig.6).
P4: A structure also with 8 decision nodes and nestings up to the fourth level. (Fig.2).
P4': A structured program similar to P4 but with the gotos replaced with nodes (n 1.5) equivalent to a while with an empty body. (Our revision of p4).

5.3 Dependence of c on Parameter Values

In order to be able make explicit calculations of c for our example programs we must decide on the values of the constants \(c_s, c_{if}, c_{do}, l_d\), and how to evaluate length and complexity for the atoms. It is not a priori clear what values to use because the sensitivity of the model to changes in these values is not obvious. We therefore perform experiments with different sets of parameter values used to calculate the complexities for our set of programs.

Results in computing c for the example programs for some different choices of parameter values are given in Table 1. For \(l_d = 1\) the values are 5-10% larger. Of course it is a matter of taste which choice of parameters values best conforms with some empirical understanding. However, what is important is that by adjusting the parameters the measure can be adjusted to conform with the user’s empirical experience. Based on our experiments we believe that this is the case.

Table 1 shows that c for b-s is lower than that for bu, which may seem surprising. However it should be realized that c just measures the structural complexity of the code not the complexity of the method behind the code. As stated in Section 1 there is no single metric that can be used to measure the entire complexity of software.

The last row presents the values of McCabe’s measure. The equalities of the complexities for b-s and bu stems from the fact that McCabe’s measure does not distinguish between choice and iteration and that it is not sensitive to nesting.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(p)</th>
<th>(l(p))</th>
<th>(c_s)</th>
<th>(c_{if})</th>
<th>(c_{do})</th>
<th>(c(p))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(i_d=0)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(i_d=1)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: A set of parameter values and the corresponding SC values c for the programs ifdo..., bu \((l_d = 0)\).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(p)</th>
<th>(P1)</th>
<th>(P2)</th>
<th>(P3)</th>
<th>(P4)</th>
<th>(P4')</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(l(p))</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(c(p))</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(e(p))</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Results (rounded) for P1, P2, P3, P4, P4' [14].

Prather uses \(\mu\) as a totality measure to estimate the total testing effort for a program. The \(\mu\) measure is probably too small for the if statement, see the comment in Section 4.1. Actually, \(e\) could be seen as a refinement of \(\mu\), meaning that instead of multiplying the maximum complexity of terms with their number, the sum of the individual products is used and the result is further multiplied by constants relating the complexities of the different primitive programming constructs. It can therefore be expected that \(\mu\) and \(e\) will give similar results, which can be seen from Table 2. However \(\mu\) and \(e\), because they are total complexity measures, does not reveal the inherent complexity of the programs which is important for estimating the effort needed to make changes. For this purpose \(c\) can be used.

As an example take the two programs P2 and P3. They are very different when using \(\mu\) or \(e\), but \(c\) shows that they are of equal average complexity, i.e., making changes to these programs can be expected to need equal efforts. Comparing P3 and P4 we see that their total complexities are more or less the same but \(c\) reveals that making a change to the unstructured P4 can be expected to be considerably more costly.

6 Summary and Conclusions

The proposed complexity model connects length (l), average complexity (c), and total complexity (e) in a natu-
ral way requiring \((l, c, e)\) to be noted for a piece of software. By considering the triple some contradictions coming from involuntarily switching between the two complexity concepts, total complexity and average complexity, can be avoided. This means that all three measures, related through the equation \(e = le\), are important characteristics of software.

We have applied the model to the concept structural complexity of software (SC). The SC model contains five complexity parameters. We have calculated the complexities of some well known algorithms for searching and sorting for different choices of values of the complexity parameters. We found that it is possible to adjust the parameters so that the average complexities of the programs could be made to quantitatively conform with our expectations. We believe that this result is extendable to larger units of software (eg. collections of programs) because of the theoretical properties of the SC model.

In the calculations we assumed that the lengths and average complexities of the atomic nodes all but one were 1, with one exception. Here it is possible to be more sophisticated. For instance, one could take into account the use of data structures in the statements and expressions by adjusting the complexities accordingly. Also the length of the atomic nodes could be calculated using a finer grain.

We also calculated SC for some example programs presented by Prather [14], finding agreement between our total complexity measure \(e\) and his \(\mu\) measure, and motivation for using our average complexity measure \(c\).

We have shown that the properties of the SC measures are in accordance with our qualitative understanding of structural complexity for sequencing, nesting, modularization and unstructuredness. Few of the measures now used have these properties. Despite the limited empirical validation we think that the approach deserves further consideration.
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A Scheme Program for Computing SC from Flowgraphs

(define (SC list)) ;*** Function SC for computing
(define (length-help lis)) ;*** program length 1
  (cond ((null? lis) 0)
    ((atom? lis) (length-help (eval lis)))
    ((eq? (car lis) 'n) (eval (cadr lis)))
    ((eq? (car lis) 'b) (eval (cadr lis)))
    ((eq? (car lis) 'go) (+ 1-d (eval (cadr lis))))
    ((eq? (car lis) 'c)
      (cond ((null? (cdr lis)) 0)
        (else (+ (length-help (cadr lis))
                  (length-help (cons 'c (cddr lis))))))
    (else (+ 1-d (length-help (cons 'c (cddr lis))))))
(define (complexity-help lis)) ;*** and average structural
  (cond ((null? lis) 0) ;*** complexity c
    ((atom? lis) (complexity-help (eval lis)))
    ((eq? (car lis) 'n) (eval (caddr lis)))
    ((eq? (car lis) 'b) (eval (caddr lis)))
    ((eq? (car lis) 'go) (* c-go (eval (caddr lis))))
    ((and (eq? (car lis) 's) (null? (cddr lis)))
      (complexity-help (cons 'c (cddr lis))))
    ((eq? (car lis) 'c)
      (cond ((null? (cdr lis)) 0)
        (else (/ (+ (* (length-help (cadr lis))
                    (complexity-help (cadr lis)))
                  (* (length-help (cons 'c (cddr lis)))
                    (complexity-help (cons 'c (cddr lis))))))
        (+ (length-help (cadr lis))
            (length-help (cons 'c (cddr lis)))))))
    ((eq? (car lis) 's) (* c-s
      (complexity-help (cons 'c (cddr lis))))
    ((eq? (car lis) 'if) (* c-if
      (complexity-help (cons 'c (cddr lis))))
    ((eq? (car lis) 'do) (* c-do
      (complexity-help (cons 'c (cddr lis)))))
    (let ((length (length-help list)));*** by main starting here
      (complexity (complexity-help list))) (newline)
    (display 'l = "") (display length) (newline)
    (display 'c = "")
    (display (round (* 10 complexity)) 10)) (newline)
    (display *e = "")
    (display (round (* 10 (* length complexity))) 10)) (newline))
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